
To fulfill your mission, please use ww.geocaching.com :
ID : ErasmusMoMAubrac 
(top-secret) password : bollene
To prove you have accomplished your mission, please send a photo with each cache to your

teacher on edmodo !

GROUP A     :                                POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS
 

CACHE nb 1 : Go to cache GC20ZFH Merrion square
important voc : stealthy = discreet/furtive

Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 

1. The style of the sourrounding houses is typical of which era ? Give approximate dates (search online) :
2. Name the Irish nationalist connected to this place :
3. Use the Internet or ask people around to connect him/her to a :
-a religion
-a fight 
-a method
- years (duration of political career)

CACHE nb 2 : earth cache (virtual cache)  GC567K4 Christ Church Cathedral
 You can read the description of the cache and answer the questions which are on the cache description if you
are interested (geology questions)

Otherwise, just look around and try to find a building symbolic of British rule (a royal symbol!)
Use the Internet/placards or ask people around to answer the questions :
1. What is it ? 
2. Take a picture of it
3. What happened there on Bloody Sunday ?
4. For what political purpose is this building still used nowadays ?

CACHE Nb 3 : Go to cache GC421CY  Four Courts 
 
Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 
1.What power is embodied by this building ?
2. Are there only 4 courts ?
3. What is the average waiting time ?
4. What is in your opinion « the Asylum Court » ? 

CACHE nb 4 : Go to cache  GC47GM5  Garden with a Seat-eating tree 
Take a picture of your group on the beautiful seat !
Now explain the adjective: « seat-eating » : a tree that …...
Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 
1. What building is nearby ?
2. What was its original name ?
3. Try to find out what was its political function beforehand 



To fulfill your mission, please use ww.geocaching.com :
ID : ErasmusMoMAubrac 
(top-secret) password : bollene
To prove you have accomplished your mission, please send a photo with each cache to your teacher

on edmodo !

GROUP B     :                                                  ART TOUR
 

CACHE nb 1 : Art Deco Dublin :  Archer’s garage : GC1G2Y0

 Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 

1. Take a look at the building + take a photo of you in front of it
2. Which element of architecture is most visibly art-deco ?
3. Is it the original building ?
4. What elements makes it distinctive among other buildings ?

CACHE nb 2 : Go to cache GC20ZFH Merrion square
important voc : stealthy = discreet/furtive

Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 

1. The style of the sourrounding houses is typical of which era ? Give approximate dates (search online) :
2. Name two Irish writers connected to this square, and name at least one of their most famous works.(online search)

3. Now get inside the square and take a fun picture with the statue of one of them in the Park !

4. Who are the two characters facing the statue ? (look it up online)

Identify the look on the woman’s face + connect it to the second statue : what does it reveal about the writer’s 
personality ?

5. Name one artistic public building connected to the square

CACHE Nb 3 : Go to cache GC1G2W9  Art Deco Dublin: Townsend St. Flats 
 
Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 
1.  Characteristics of art deco :

shapes Influences from 
civilisations

Influence of the 
modern age

Influence of artistic 
movement

Popular years for Art 
Deco  

2. According to the author of the cache, is this building still in good shape ?

CACHE nb 4 : Go to cache   GC1G2TX  Art Deco Dublin : The Gas Co
 Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions : 
 
1. What is the new function of this building ?
2. Take a picture of visual elements in the architecture that show it used to be a gas company (find help in the text)

CACHE nb 5 : Go to cache  GC4557H Market Hall 
Read the description of the cache and answer the following questions :  
1. What is the function of this building ?
2. What is the architectural style of this building ? In your opinion, what is the period when it was created (answer is in 
the text)

https://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?wp=GC4557H
https://www.geocaching.com/seek/cache_details.aspx?wp=GC1G2W9


To fulfill your mission, please use ww.geocaching.com :
ID : ErasmusMoMAubrac 
(top-secret) password : bollene
To prove you have accomplished your mission, please send a photo wih each cache to your

teacher on edmodo !

GROUP C     :                                                   IRISH FOLK TRADITIONS !
Nb : Stealth means discretion

Cache nb 1 : GC30E0G  Grafton Street 

 Read the description, read the logbook if you can, and answer the questions :

1. What emblematic statue used to be in this street ? Ask around to get an answer !
2. Go to the current location of the statue and take a fun picture ! (if you do not know where it is, or 
cannot see the signs, ask your way to Dubliners, they’ll be happy to help you !)
3. When was the new statue inaugurated ?

Cache nb 2 : Go to GC4JCC2 the-waxies-dargle
Read the description and answer the following questions :

1. What is the topic of the song ?
2. What was the « Dargle » in the 19th century ? What sort of people used to go there ?
3. What does the word « waxies » refer to ?
4.What did they do on Summer evenings ?

Cache nb 3 : GC22Y5Z Be My Valentine 

Read the description, read the logbook if you can, and answer the questions :
1. Give details about Valentine :
City of birth occupation Secret activity death Date of death miracle

2. Why is there a statue of Valentine near the church ?
Give the English for « un tombeau » (in the text) : 

Cache nb 4 : Singalong  sing a song by memory inspired GC2A251 
Read the description, read the logbook if you can, and answer the questions :

1. Give the name of the two lawyers mentioned in the song, and connect them to a historical event.
2. What is the topic of the song according to you ?
3. Why is the cache placed here ? (connection with the song)



To fulfill your mission, please use ww.geocaching.com :
ID : ErasmusMoMAubrac 
(top-secret) password : bollene
To prove you have accomplished your mission, please send a photo with each cache to your teacher

on edmodo !
Group D :                                         HISTORICAL DUBLIN ! 

Cach nb 1 : GC22Y5Z_be-my-valentine
 
Take a picture with the cache and then answer the question : 
What is the nearest historical park ? 
What important event of Irish history does it represent ? 

Go to the Park : 
What does the arch commemorate ? (on Grafton street side)
Look around, find the statue that represent the Great Famine and send a picture of it with you to 
your teacher !

Cache nb 2 : GC76RF6_hapenny-bridge

1. Give the name of the river 
2. What were the ferries initially used to do ? (provenance+destination)
3. What deal did Walsh obtain with his bridge ?
4. Define or give the French for the word : toll

Cache nb 3 : GC6Z3Q4_james-connolly
NB : BYOP : bring your own pen
1. Fill in the grid 
identity Political tendancy Origin and 

nationality
Historical event 
connected to him

Role in this event Death – particular 
circumstance

3. Continue to walk along the river banks towards the EAST (use your compass!)
You will see after 200 m a bunch of statues : What do they represent ?

Cache nb 4 : GC2A251_singalong-singasong-by-memory-inspired
Read the description, read the logbook if you can, and answer the questions :

1. Give the name of the two lawyers mentioned in the song, and connect them to a historical event.
2. What is the topic of the song according to you ?
3. Why is the cache placed here ? (connection with the song)

https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC76RF6_hapenny-bridge
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC2A251_singalong-singasong-by-memory-inspired
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC6Z3Q4_james-connolly
https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC22Y5Z_be-my-valentine

	Read the description, read the logbook if you can, and answer the questions :

